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A new experimental method has been developed to probe ion/molecule reactions at gas
pressures up to 0.1 torr. A Fourier transform ion cyclotron resonance (FTICR) mass spectrom-
eter has been constructed to trap ions within the trapped ion cell at these pressures for time
intervals up to several hundred milliseconds, allowing the ions to undergo several million
collisions. Multiple pulsed valves inject the gaseous reagents in brief, high pressure bursts. A
unique, high conductance vacuum chamber rapidly reduces the gas pressure from as high as
0.01 torr to near background pressures in 2–5 s for optimum operation of the FTICR for
identifying the ionic products. A pressure of 0.1 torr is attainable but results in slower gas
evacuation. High pressure operation of this instrument is demonstrated for ion chemistry in
silane, argon, and silicon tetrafluoride. Pressures are sufficiently high to allow termolecular
formation of adducts with the trapped ion cell. Negative ion formation in silane has greatly
improved efficiency due to the high pressure ionization. Trace impurities at the ppm level in
argon and silicon tetrafluoride are detected through chemical ionization afforded by the large
number of ion/molecule collisions. (J Am Soc Mass Spectrom 1999, 10, 918–927) © 1999
American Society for Mass Spectrometry
Particles present in the manufacture of semicon-ductor devices are a major cause for device fail-ure. Initiation and growth of these particles in
plasmas are believed to derive from fast ion/molecule
reactions [1]. Studies identifying this particle growth
mechanism have been frustrated by the lack of diagnos-
tics capable of probing ion chemistry in the plasma.
Indirect studies allow more detailed understanding of
the chemistry, for example in silane plasmas [2], but
have been unable to duplicate the pressure conditions.
Under these low pressure conditions, particle growth
occurs only with the introduction of water. Do the
higher pressures typical of plasma reactors introduce a
new mechanism, e.g., adduct formation, that allows
particle growth without the introduction of impurity
species such as water? A Fourier transform ion cyclo-
tron resonance mass spectrometry (FTICRMS) has been
modified to achieve gas pressures typical of plasma
reactors (0.001–0.1 torr). This paper discusses various
advantages of high pressure ion chemistry studies and
demonstrates detection of ion/molecule products pro-
duced at pressures up to 0.1 torr, in the FTICR trapped
ion cell, on model chemical systems.
FTICRMS is a powerful technique for studying gas
phase bimolecular ion/neutral chemistry [3]. The abil-
ity to selectively remove ions from the total population
by double resonance ejection [4] enables identification
of detailed reaction sequences [5]. In addition, use of
accurate mass measurement allows elemental assign-
ments to product ions without resorting to isotopic
labeling.
High performance FTICRMS requires low gas pres-
sures to lengthen the time for coherent motion of the ion
packet during detection. However, ion/neutral chemis-
try requires the presence of a gas. This dilemma has
been resolved in several ways. Introduction of a dual
trapped ion cell with differential pumping allowed
reactions at higher pressures while allowing for ion
transfer to a low pressure detection cell [6]. Although
differential pumping of 100–1000 was a significant
improvement, there was significant mass discrimina-
tion during ion transfer between cells. Addition of an
external ion source using quadrupolar [7, 8] or electro-
static [9] ion guides created pressure differentials of at
least nine orders of magnitude, allowing for high pres-
sure ion chemistry in the external source while main-
taining optimal low pressure at the trapped ion cell.
Pressures in the ion source of 1–10 torr are sufficient to
form ion/neutral adducts with, for example, water [9c]
similar to conventional high pressure mass spectrome-
try [10]. The ability to manipulate the ions once in the
FTICRMS trapped ion cell is maintained, but the ability
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to select an ion prior to high pressure reaction, as is
done in selected ion flow tube (SIFT) experiments [11],
is now missing. The ability to select ions before, during,
and after reaction is a powerful aspect of FTICRMS. An
alternative is to perform high pressure reactions within
the cell during quadrupolar excitation [12–14] or rf-only
excitation [15], events that actively maintain ions in the
cell during high gas pressures. The ions can pick up
some kinetic energy (0.1–0.2 eV has been measured in a
quadrupole ion trap) [16]. Even this small increase in
energy can affect ion/molecule reaction products, e.g.,
the reaction of SiH1 and Si2H3
1 with silane have several
transition states or reaction products within 0.2 eV of
the reactants energy, altering the measured reaction
rates and product distributions [17]. By avoiding any
additional energy input, delicate reaction systems such
as silane can be measured without perturbation.
Experimental
A detailed description of the instrument including its
electrostatic ion guide has been given previously [9d].
The relevant portions of the instrument will be re-
viewed briefly. A 5.3 tesla split-pair superconducting
magnet was custom-built by Oxford Instruments (UK)
for the FTICRMS. A schematic of the vacuum chamber
and magnet is shown in Figure 1. A 2.5 cm diameter 3
12.5 cm long homogeneous region is centered midway
between the two magnets which are separated by ;5
cm. The 20 cm magnet bore, which doubles as the
vacuum chamber, is constructed of electropolished 316
SS with knife-edge flanges on all ports. Perpendicular to
the bore and leading to the homogeneous region are
four 4.8 cm o.d. tubes equidistant around the bore. The
pumping system, located 50 cm from the homogeneous
region, is comprised of an Edwards CR250/2000P 2000
L/s liquid nitrogen trapped diffusion pump, backed by
an Edwards E2M40 40 cfm mechanical pump, and a
1000 L/s CTI 8 cryopump. The conductance at the cell is
;2500 L/s, allowing for rapid pressure reduction while
maintaining room temperature operation.
The split-pair magnet design has convenient access
from outside the magnet cryostat to the ions in the
FTICR cell. This access is through four straight tubes, 30
cm in length, that are positioned perpendicular to the
magnet bore and that terminate 10 cm from the trapped
ion cloud. This access does not interfere with ion optics
or ionization techniques typically located along the
magnet bore. The access tubes can be used to introduce
photons or, as described here, high pressure gas pulses
that can interact with the trapped ions. For gas intro-
duction, radial gas expansion is limited by the access
tube diameter until reaching the magnet bore. With the
relatively large access tube diameter, the gas pulse can
be relatively short at the high pressures with reasonable
pump-down characteristics. The peak gas pressure in
the access tube can reach 0.1 torr, with only slight
pressure reduction once it reaches the ion cloud. De-
signing a similar system totally within the magnet bore
requires a longer length access tube and will result in
reduced gas conductance to the high vacuum pumps.
The trapped ion cell is a closed cylindrical design of
dimension 11.2 cm diameter 3 8.9 cm length with an
aspect ratio of 0.8. A closed cell was chosen over the
open trapped ion cell [18] to minimize ion loss during
the high pressure transients. The cylindrical design
makes the most efficient use of space within the magnet
bore. The cell is powered by a Finnigan FTMS Odyssey
data station. The cell’s excite and detect plates are
constructed of 60% transmission wire mesh to allow for
efficient pulsed gas transmission to the ion cloud.
The trapping plate voltages of the trapped ion cell
are amplified with a Kepco pulsed high voltage power
supply to attain 6500 V maximum in order to reduce
z-axis ejection of ions [19]. The trapping plates are
maintained at low voltage, typically 5–10 V, except
during ion excitation. During ion excitation, and 1 ms
prior to it, the trapping plates are raised to 200–500 V.
This effectively eliminates ion loss to the trapping
plates. Alternative methods exist, such as an open
trapped ion cell [18], or a field-corrected cell [20].
Gas pulses are introduced using two General Valve
Iota 1 (Fairfield, NJ) controllers each with a Series 9
pulsed valve. These valves are located at the ends of the
4.8 cm o.d. tubes directed at the ion cloud as shown in
Figure 1. The argon pulsed valve has a 0.5 mm i.d.
orifice. The other gases used a pulsed valve with a 0.8
mm i.d. orifice. The Iota 1 controller permits gas pulses
ranging from 10 ms to .1 min and can be controlled
from its front panel or through the Odyssey data system
software. Gases used in these experiments are nomi-
nally 99.99% pure and used without further purifica-
tion.
Relative gas pressure profiles are obtained by mea-
Figure 1. Side and end view schematic of FTICRMS. The 200 mm
i.d. magnet bore is part of the vacuum chamber. Perpendicular to
the magnet bore are four 48 mm i.d. access tubes that are an
integral part of the vacuum chamber. The trapped ion cell is
located in the magnet homogeneous region at the intersection of
the four access tubes. Two pulsed valves are located at the ends of
two access tubes. The gas flowing towards the cell has little
opportunity to expand prior to interacting with the ion cloud,
affording high localized gas pressure.
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suring the ion signal at long time (1–3 s) after the
ionization event. The intensity of CF3
1 is monitored for
CF4 and the intensity of Ar
1 is monitored for argon.
Varying the delay time for ionization after the gas pulse
produced the time profile [21, 22]. Ion signals are
maintained at measurable levels but below space charge
limits of the cell by varying the electron emission
current (1–80 mA) and electron gate time (0.01–40 ms)
while using 70 eV electrons. The ion signal varies
linearly with both electron gate time and emission
current. An absolute pressure is assigned by referencing
the ion signal to that of background water whose
absolute pressure in the cell is determined kinetically
[23].
The electron filament is positioned 20 cm from the
cell near the high vacuum pumps. Gas expansion
reduces the pressure in the region of the filament
relative to that experienced by the ions in the cell by at
least an order of magnitude. No ions are formed in the
cell during gas introduction with the electron gate off.
High pressure silane reaction with Si3H7
1 are exam-
ined by the following sequence. An initial silane pulse
(140 ms) to 2 3 1025 torr is ionized to reproducibly
create the initial ion population. After 500 ms, all other
ions are removed by SWIFT [24] including the 30Si
isotope of Si3H7
1 to enhance observation of the water
adduct (vide infra). A second silane pulse of varying
magnitude is then introduced for reaction. Ion excita-
tion and detection occurred after a fixed delay of 1.5 s,
a time that includes the gas pulse rise.
Impurity levels in argon have been determined by
electron ionization in the FTICRMS using corrections
for ionization cross section [25]. In SiF4, the impurities
present at .10 ppm have been analyzed similarly.
Lower impurity levels are inferred by relative intensi-
ties of the SiF3
1 adducts in the mass spectra as described
in the literature [26].
Results and Discussion
Diffusion Loss from Cell
The challenge to examining high pressure reactions in a
trapped ion cell is to design a system where ions can
sustain a large number of collisions prior to diffusion
loss from the cell. Diffusive ion loss has been modeled
by Francl et al. [27] and found to fit the equation:
t1/2 5 1.57 3 10
228~aB!2/@P~V 1 0.81!~am!1/2#
(1)
where t1/2 is the time required for loss of half the ion
population, a is the separation of the upper and lower
cell plates (in cm), B is the magnetic field strength (in
tesla), P is the pressure (in torr), V is the trapping plate
voltage (Vt 2 V0), m is the reduced mass for the
ion/molecule collision (in g/molecule), and a is the
polarizability of the neutral gas (in cm3). Clearly, reduc-
ing ion diffusion loss requires a large cell, a high
magnetic field, and a low trapping plate voltage. The
reduced mass and polarizability terms depend upon the
system of interest and thus cannot be varied. Based on
this equation, loss of CF3
1 from our system with CF4 as
the background gas [28], the half life for diffusion loss
from the cell at 0.1 torr and 1.0 V trapping plate
potential is calculated to be 0.22 s. Experimentally, ions
can be maintained in the cell without diffusive ion loss
for short time (#0.2 s) gas pulses at pressures approach-
ing 0.1 torr.
Conversion of ion cyclotron motion to magnetron
motion [29] is the primary mode for ion loss through
collisions with neutral molecules [30]. This conversion
limits the number of collisions an ion can experience
prior to loss from the cell as described by eq 1. Several
methods are available for cooling the magnetron mo-
tion through rf [15] or quadrupolar excitation [12–14].
Gas Pressure Profiles and Peak Pressures
Because high gas pressures at the trapped ion cell can
be maintained for only a short period prior to ion loss,
two conditions are required for successful studies of
high pressure ion chemistry. First, a short, high pres-
sure gas transient at the cell must be produced. Second,
the high gas load in the vacuum chamber must be
removed rapidly. The first condition is attained by
using a pulsed gas valve and efficiently transporting the
gas pulse to the cell. The pulsed valve can operate with
high gas backing pressures (at least up to 9000 torr) and
operate reproducibly with opening times of 10 ms to .1
min. With the valves located at the ends of 4.8 cm o.d.
tubes that terminate only 4.5 cm from the cell and 10 cm
from the cell center, the gas pulses are focused at the ion
cloud prior to significant expansion in the vacuum
chamber. This minimizes the gas load on the vacuum
chamber necessary to attain high gas pressures at the
cell. The second condition is met through incorporation
of high gas conductance (2500 L/s) away from the
trapped ion cell and large capacity, high vacuum
pumps.
Typical gas profiles are shown in Figures 2 and 3 for
CF4 and Ar pulses, respectively. The backing pressure
of CF4 is 1200 torr with a 0.8 mm i.d. orifice on the
pulsed valve. Ar has a backing pressure of 2300 torr
with a 0.5 mm i.d. orifice. These profiles have a sharp
rise followed by a rapid decay whose rate depends on
the vacuum pumping speed (vide infra). Gas peak
pressures and pulse widths depend on the pulsed valve
time as shown in Figure 2A, B. Varying the pulsed valve
time produces peak gas pressures that vary rapidly
with short valve times and level off with longer times
(.500 ms) as shown in Figure 4. Increasing the valve
orifice from 0.5 to 0.8 mm increases the attainable peak
pressure by nearly two orders of magnitude.
Gas evacuation times and pressures attained depend
upon the pumping speed of the vacuum pumps, the gas
pulsed in, and the peak pressure achieved. The gas
profile shown in Figure 2A is obtained with only the
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liquid nitrogen-trapped diffusion pump to evacuate the
chamber. Using both the cryopump and diffusion
pump decreases pump-down time as shown in Figure
3. The decay rates are shown in Table 1 for CF4 gas
pulses along with the achieved pressure at 1 and 2 s
after the gas pulse. Although the pump down is more
rapid with both high vacuum pumps in use, there is a
break in the pump-down curve for argon above the
vacuum system’s base pressure. Because Ar has a lower
boiling temperature than CF4 (87 K for Ar vs. 144 K for
CF4), the cryopump has difficulty reaching the base
pressure for large gas loads. Higher gas peak pressures
increases the gas load on the high vacuum pumps,
limiting the pressure attainable in a short time. In
Figure 2B, CF4 is pulsed in to a peak pressure of 0.08
torr but can rapidly pump down to only 1026 torr. This
is due in part to the high pressure reached in the
foreline (;0.3 torr), causing the diffusion pump to stall.
The cryopump, as expected, is incapable of operating
with this gas load.
The peak cell pressures achievable in this system
have been verified in two ways. First, the total gas load
pulsed into the system has been determined. By closing
the vacuum pump valves, the chamber volume is
Figure 2. Plot showing the pressure profile at the trapped ion cell
for CF4 derived from the intensity of CF3
1 from 70 eV electron
ionization of CF4. (A) Pressure profile for a 180 ms pulse of CF4
using a gas backing pressure of 1200 torr. A peak gas pressure of
1.4 3 1024 torr is achieved at the cell with a FWHM of ;0.2 s.
Background pressure of 1 3 1029 torr is achieved in 2 s. (B)
Pressure profile for a 2080 ms pulse of CF4 using a gas backing
pressure of 1200 torr. A peak gas pressure of 0.08 torr is achieved
at the cell with a FWHM of ;0.06 s. The pressure drops rapidly to
3 3 1026 torr then more slowly afterwards.
Figure 3. Plot showing the pressure profile at the trapped ion cell
for Ar derived from the intensity of Ar1 from 70 eV electron
ionization of argon. Gas pulse produced with a pulsed valve open
time of 520 ms, valve orifice of 0.5 mm i.d., and a gas backing
pressure of 2300 torr. A peak pressure of 2 3 1024 torr is attained
60 ms after the valve is opened. Both the liquid-nitrogen-trapped
diffusion pump and cryopump are used to evacuate the chamber.
Gas pressures drop more rapidly than when only the diffusion
pump is used as in Figure 2A, but the pressure attained after 2 s
is higher that for CF4.
Figure 4. Peak gas pressures at the trapped ion cell are plotted as
a function of the pulsed valve open time for argon and carbon
tetrafluoride. Argon data obtained with a gas backing pressure of
2700 torr and a pulsed valve with a 0.5 mm i.d. orifice. Carbon
tetrafluoride data obtained with a gas backing pressure of 1200
torr and a pulsed valve with a 0.8 mm i.d. orifice. The peak
attainable pressure with a 2000 ms pulse is strongly dependent on
valve orifice.
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roughly 20 L. Pulsing in CF4 with ten 2080 ms pulses
raises the pressure in the chamber to 0.01 torr (mea-
sured with a Granville Phillips Convectron gauge),
resulting in 0.001 torr/gas pulse over the full chamber
volume. Clearly, the peak pressure at the cell exceeds
this value. Second, pressure-dependent ion chemistry in
the silane system is used to estimate the peak cell
pressure. The association reaction of Si3H7
1 with silane
to produce Si4H11
1 has a sticking efficiency of 2 3 1025
at a pressure of 1026 torr and a calculated efficiency of
10% at a pressure of 0.01 torr [31]. Figure 5 compares the
extent of reaction at two pulsed valve times (and peak
silane gas pressures). Reaction of Si3H7
1 with trace
amounts of water in the silane produces Si3H7O
1 at the
collision rate. In Figure 5A, this reaction dominates,
whereas adduct formation is absent at 2 3 1025 torr
peak pressure of silane. At a peak silane pressure of 2 3
1022 torr (Figure 5B), appreciable formation of Si4H11
1
(Si3H7
1–SiH4) is achieved (the onset of adduct formation
occurs at a silane peak pressure of ;5 3 1023 torr). Also
observed is an adduct of Si3H7
1 with water which either
competes successfully with the parallel exothermic reac-
tion (that has near unit efficiency) or is formed through
displacement of silane by water from the silane adduct,
Si4H11
1 . The efficiency of silane adduct formation is ob-
scured by the parallel water reactions, but it exceeds 10%
even when all reaction products of Si3H7
1 are considered.
In the reaction of Si3H7
1 with silane and water, the
product at mass 123 has two contributors. As shown in
Figure 6, these two product ions are easily resolved with
20,000 mass resolution achieved less than 2 s after a peak
pressure of 5 3 1023 torr is reached. The silane adduct ion
(Si4H11
1) dominates in intensity over the other ion,
Si3H7O2
1, formed from reaction of water with Si3H7O
1.
The ability to react gases at high pressure in the
trapped ion cell has advantages over external reaction
followed by injection into the cell. First, the full power
of FTICRMS can be used on the initial ion selection. Ions
can be formed either directly or via reaction, identified
through high mass resolution and accurate mass mea-
surement, and then selected through high resolution
ion removal techniques such as SWIFT [24] for further
studies at high pressure. In addition, mass discrimina-
tion can occur during ion injection into the cell that can
alter measurement of reaction rates or product distribu-
tions [9d]. Finally, even with low energy ion injection, the
residual kinetic energy of the ions can be sufficient to
produce otherwise endothermic reactions products.
Applications
High pressure gas pulses in the ion cell have other
applications besides studying the formation of ion/
neutral adducts. The large number of collisions that
ions undergo can be used to extend chemical ionization
of gases for purity analysis [26]. For example, Ar1,
produced by electron ionization of a low pressure argon
pulse, can react with the impurities in a subsequent
argon pulse that reaches a peak pressure of 1 3 1023
torr, allowing their detection at levels of 1–100 ppm
without signal averaging. As shown in Figure 7, O2
1
present at 18 ppm gives a signal 1/10 that of the argon
ion and 100 times the noise level. With signal averaging,
the noise level drops another 2 orders of magnitude.
Detection of impurities in SiF4 has been previously
studied by chemical ionization in an FTICRMS [26]. In
the previous study, impurities down to 100 ppm could
be identified. The limitations of lower magnetic field
(3.0 vs. 5.3 tesla) and smaller cell diameter (5.1 vs. 11.2
cm) limited the number of collisions prior to diffusive
ion loss to roughly 1000. In the current system, ion
signals from species present at the ppm level are readily
detected even in the presence of a complex ion mixture
(Figure 8). The weak signal at m/z 517 is the SiF3
1 adduct
with the impurity Si5F12O4 present at ;1 ppm. The
ability to hold onto the ions for a greater number of
collisions extends the SiF3
1 transfer reactions to impuri-
ties at lower concentrations. In addition, the high pres-
sure pulse alters the reaction product distribution. SiF3
1
reacts at low pressure with the impurities by fluoride
abstraction exclusively. As the pressure is raised, direct
adduct formation becomes the dominant or exclusive
pathway. The onset of SiF3
1 reaction is illustrated in the
pressure profile of SiF4 shown in Figure 9. Whereas the
pressure profile of CF4 (obtained by monitoring unre-
active CF3
1) reaches a sharp peak in Figure 2, the profile
for SiF4, obtained by monitoring SiF3
1, has a flat top.
In addition to enhanced positive ion chemistry, pro-
duction of negative ions is greatly enhanced at higher
gas pressures [9c]. Silane produces anions only weakly
at low pressure, with a cross section of #2 3 10218 cm2
[32]. However, intense SiH3
2 signals are produced at
silane peak pressure of 5 3 1024 torr (Figure 10). SiH2
reacts with silane to produce Si2H3
2 under these condi-
tions, but there is no observed reaction of SiH3
2 with
silane.
Conclusions
Ion/neutral reactions at high pressure can be examined
in the trapped ion cell of a Fourier transform ion
cyclotron resonance mass spectrometer. Pressures ap-
proaching 0.1 torr in the cell are sufficiently high to
allow termolecular adduct formation. Ion lifetimes of
Table 1. Gas evacuation rates for diffusion pumped chamber
and diffusion and cryopumped chamber
Vacuum pump(s) t1/2 (ms)
b
Final gas pressure at
cell (torr)a
After 1 s After 2 s
Diffusion pump 120 4 3 1025 5 3 1027
Diffusion pump 1
cryopump
90 9 3 1026 #1 3 1027
aThese pressures are for a peak gas pressure at the cell of 0.01 torr.
bThis decay half time holds for the first second of evacuation. This value
increases after 1 s until background pressure is reached after roughly
3 s.
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Figure 5. Spectra obtained for reaction of Si3H7
1 with silane using two different pulsed valve times,
a pulsed valve orifice of 0.8 mm i.d., and a silane backing pressure of 500 torr. (A) Reaction product
using a 190 ms pulsed valve open time. Peak silane pressure is 2 3 1025 torr. The sole product is
Si3H7O
1 from reaction of Si3H7
1 with water impurity in the silane. (B) Reaction product using a 1340
ms pulsed valve open time. Peak silane pressure is 2 3 1022 torr. Reaction products in bold type
represent adducts with either silane or water. Si4H9O
1 is the sole new nonadduct reaction product,
formed from reaction of Si3H7O
1 with silane. The silane pressure is sufficient for Si3H7
1 to form a
water adduct, Si3H7
1–H2O, in competition with the rapid exothermic reaction with water to form
Si3H7O
1. Adduct formation with silane is also observed to be highly efficient. This adduct requires a
silane pressure of roughly 0.01 torr, supporting the independently determined peak gas pressure.
Silane and water adducts of the reaction product Si4H9O
1 are also observed.
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Figure 6. High resolution mass spectrum at nominal mass 123 of the reaction products of Si3H7
1 with
silane and water at a peak silane pressure of 5 3 1023 torr. The major reaction product is the adduct
of silane with Si3H7
1. The minor reaction is the product of two sequential reactions of Si3H7
1 with
water. A mass resolution of 20,000 is obtained at a pressure of 1 3 1028 torr within 1.5 s after attaining
a 5 mtorr pressure at the trapped ion cell.
Figure 7. Mass spectrum of argon after reaction at a peak pressure of 1 3 1024 torr. Pulsed valve
open time is 860 ms. Protonation from water impurity is observed with nitrogen and argon. O2
1,
formed by charge transfer from Ar1, has a signal to noise of 50:1. It is formed from oxygen impurity
in the argon present at 20 ppm. The rapid reactions afforded by high gas pressure accelerates trace gas
analysis.
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Figure 8. Mass spectrum of reaction products of SiF3
1 with impurities in SiF4 after a peak SiF4
pressure of 3 3 1022 torr. This is achieved using a pulsed valve open time of 1800 ms, a valve orifice
of 0.8 mm i.d., and a gas backing pressure of 1100 torr. SiF3
1, the major peak in the electron ionization
spectrum at low pressure, has completely reacted with impurities present in the gas. The SiF3
1 forms
an appreciable amount of adduct with the impurity Si5F12O4 which is present at roughly 1 ppm
concentration in SiF4.
Figure 9. Absolute pressure profile of SiF4 at the trapped ion cell with a 180 ms pulse of gas at a
backing pressure of 1100 torr and a pulsed valve orifice of 0.8 mm i.d. The profile is obtained from the
relative intensity of SiF3
1 from electron ionization of the SiF4 present in the cell after the gas pulse. The
reactivity of SiF3
1 in the system is shown by the flat-topped peak at the highest pressures obtained in
the cell. The true peak pressure is higher than indicated.
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;106 collisions in the cell are sufficient to study exten-
sive, multistep reactions such as particle initiation reac-
tions believed to occur in plasmas. Pump down of the
chamber to near background pressure is rapid after a
gas is pulsed in at 1024 torr. Peak gas pressures of ;0.1
torr cause the diffusion pump to stall, limiting the
ultimate pressure achievable in a short (,3 s) time to
1026 torr. A modification of the vacuum chamber is
expected to improve this situation.
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